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A: Why only the first 5 characters of the filename are
taking up space? I can't see anything of which those 5
characters might point to on my computer; I did some
digging and I think I found a possible answer. I have a
"folder", an empty, unnamed folder on my hard disk

(on my Mac it's called "/Volumes/Macintosh
HD/Users/niels"). When my library is empty (no apps
are open and the library folder is empty), the disk is

21.88GB in size. When my library is full, it is 32.56GB.
This seems to rule out the fact that you're actually
using an older "stack" of files. However, here's the

kicker: the empty folder is 21.88GB in size, as well as
the full one. When a folder is empty, the metadata

indicating that it is empty resides on the root folder,
which doesn't take up any space. However, when the

folder is full, that root folder expands to accommodate
the hidden system files and the hidden directory

containing the directory structure for the root folder.
This is shown in the debug information for an empty

folder, which looks like this: @rdar_name:
/Volumes/Macintosh HD/Users/niels/QuickLook/0/

c6a93da74d
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